N E W WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS FOR SALE!!
#8851 INDEPENDENT AFRICA - Minkus album from 1960
thru 1965. Includes mint Burundi #1-8, #12b perf & imperf
S/S, few FDC’s; Cameroon #352-354; Central African Republic #C1-3, #29-32 imperf; Chad; Congo; Republic of
Congo; Dahomey; Gabon; Guinea, note 1960 Olympic overprints, 2 sets includes overprint color variations..............
...................................................................... NET $295.00
#8809 AUSTRIA (& BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA) - Extensive collection in a Scott album from 1874 thru 1999. Mostly
mint with numerous highlights. The following mint stamps
are included; #51-65, #86-105, #110-127, #128-144, #326339, #340-353, #354-373, #390-431, #520-556, #B87-92,
#B93-98, #B100-105, #B106-109, #B112-117, #C1-60. Also
note #M1-2 and other B.O.B. (Dues, Newspapers, etc.) as
well as offices abroad. Included are #M8-14, #M16-17 with
inverted overprints. Bosnia & Herzegovina incudes #126c,f,
#127c,d. Also includes many perforation varieties, imperfs,
etc................................................................ NET $2,995.00
#8816 AUSTRIA - Handmade pages with typed descriptions from 1872 thru 1925. Over 200 used postal cards
neatly mounted, organized and described. Typed information includes denomination, size of card and to and from
destinations. Beautiful collection, impossible to duplicate.
........................................................................ NET $950.00
#8820 AUSTRIA - STATIONERY - Assortment of 33 pieces
including envelopes, wrappers, airmail, private postal cards
& Miscellaneous. All are neatly type written up with type of
stationery, denomination, to and from destinations, etc.
Super collection, impossible to duplicate. All on handmade
pages from 1872 to 1949................................. NET $395.00
#8844 AUSTRIA - Scott Specialty album from 1850 thru
2000. Marvelous used collection that is virtually complete
from 1947 on. Other highlights include #127, #128-141,
#163, #167, #B112-117, #B118-121, #B138-141, #B260263, #B269-271, #C1-3, #C54-60 plus more B.O.B. Also includes a few hundred 19th Century with many varieties,
especially different shades.............................. NET $825.00
#8818 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - 52 postal cards, virtually all used, most with military post cancellations from the
late 1890’s to the early 20th Century. Unique collection. .....
......................................................................... NET $375.00
#8819 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - A superb collection of
48 pieces consisting mostly of postal cards. All on handmade pages with neatly typed descriptions (in German) with
cards from 1882 thru 1916. Great variety from this seldom
seen area......................................................... NET $575.00
#8813 CANADA - White Ace pages from 1898 thru 1946.
Beautiful mint collection, lightly hinged. Includes #85-86,
#135, #141-145, #146-148, #162-72, #195-201, #203,
#217-227, #241-245, #252-262, #268-73, #C1-4, #E1-11
and more. Catalog value is over $1,600......... NET $625.00
#8817 CANADA - Minkus album pages in a binder with mint
and used stamps from 1870 thru the 1940’s. Highlights includes mint #46, #55, #56, #58, #59, #60, #227, #241-245,
#C2, #E1 & #O10. Used highlights are #47, #50, #54, #57,
#73, #84, #95, #101, #102, #159. Some stamps mixed condition. High Catalog value............................ NET $1,195.00
#8811 CANAL ZONE - Mint stamps in mounts, mostly NH
on quadrilled pages from 1904 thru 1976. Includes #9, #1113, #17b, #21-26, #68-69, #89, #97-99, #104-, #120-135,
#162 line pair, #C1-5, #C6-14, #C15-20, #C21-26, #C27-31
and more. No dues, airmail officials or officials. Catalog
value is over $750........................................... NET $325.00
#8823 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Scott album from 1918 thru
1966. Good collection with excellent assortment in semipostals & airmail. Includes Mint #B19-21, #B32, #B59-60
(both signed “Bloch”), #B107 signed, #C1-3 signed, #C4-6
signed. Also included is a selection of Eastern Silesia...........
....................................................................... NET $750.00
#8839 DENMARK - Lighthouse hingeless album from 1851
thru 1998. Mint, superlative collection commencing with #1
and also including #3, #5, #6, #7, #8 (no margins), #11-15,
#20, #24, #65-71, #72-78, #82, #97-131, #132-134, #B1-3,
#C1-5, #J1-8, #J9-24, #O3 (no gum), #P1-6, #P11-15,
#P17, #P19. Almost complete form the 1920’s on. Over
$10,000 in catalog value............................. NET $4,500.00
#8846 DENMARK - Scott Specialty album from 1851 thru

of mint. A sampling includes #2, #3-6, #7-8, #11-15, #2534, #65-69, #79-81, #110, #136-137, #138-144, #145-154,
#171a, #181-191, #B1-2, #B3-5, #C1-3, #J1-7, #M1-2, #O13 & #P1-6. There is duplication of Scott numbers for
shades, etc. Note #6, there are 2 & #16 there are 3. Condition on early issues is mixed. Most earlies are identified.
Catalog value is over $6,000....................... NET $1,795.00
#8831 FRANCE ( 2 VOLUMES) - 2 Schaubek album that
run from 1849 thru 1993. Extensive collection starting with
#1. 19th Century contains well over 200 stamps. Included
within the collection are some multiples, duplicates, shade
variations, etc. Many stamps are present in mint and used
condition. Some of the highlights include used #1-3, #1220, #47 (huge margins), #79, #126 (2), #254, #B11, #B19,
#B31-33, #B249-254, #B258-263. Mint highlights are #119,
#120, #226b, #236, #247A, #300a, #329 S/S, #B20-23,
#B28-30, #B35-37, #B39-41, #B249-254, #B258-263,
#B285-290, #B294-299 & #C22. Also included is a choice
collection of French Colonies issues. Many stamps including used #8 & #46-59.................................. NET $3,250.00
#8849 FRANCE Scott Specialty album from the 1850’s thru
1981. Early issues are used (occasional mint) & from the
1930’s on, mint. Some of the mint highlights are as follows
#198-201, #327-328, #342-347, #348, #349, #396, #615a,
#700-705 then almost complete from 1959 thru 1981. Semi
postals included are #B27, #B38, #B42-43, #B44-45, #B4853, #B54-59, #B66-67 (LH), #B73, #B83, #B157a & #B267272. Mostly complete from 1936 thru 1949 and 1959 thru
1981. Also note that #C11 is included and scattered B.O.B.
No office issues. All mint stamps are in mounts and are NH
except as noted........................................... NET $1,295.00
#8810 HONG KONG - Scott album from the 1860’s thru
1989. Extensive collection with mint and used highlights.
Some used ones are #1, #5, #29-35, #55, #122, #145,
#167, #179. Mixed condition on Queen Victoria issues.
Also includes used #17, #12, #60 and #67 with small faults.
Mint highlights include #147-150, #161, #168A, #179, #185198, #203-217, #J1-1. Starting with #218, the collection is
mostly mint and very comprehensive........... NET $1,250.00
#8847 IRELAND - Scott Specialty album with blank pages.
Fine collection with some mint and used stamps from 1971
thru 1993........................................................ NET $295.00
#8836 LIECHTENSTEIN - Scott album with dustcase. Superb mint and used collection from 1912 thru 1985. Numerous mint highlights are #1-3, #2a, #54-69, #74-80,
#82-89, #94-107, #108-10, #111-113, #114, #116-130,
#159a, #171 sheet of 4, #218 sheet of 4, #238, #264, #287288, #356, #B1-3, #B7-10, #B11-13, #C1-6, #C7-8, #C9-13,
#C14, #C15-16, #O9-10, #O11-20. Used highlights are #13, #55a, #54-69, #74-80, #164, #246, #260, #264, #287288, #356, #B1-3, #B4-6, #B7-10, #B14, #C15-16 and O8.
Many sets, singles are within in both mint and used. Catalog value is over $5,000............................ NET $2,195.00
#8829 LUXEMBURG - Scott album pages from 1852 thru
the early 1980’s. Fine collection that includes 71 stamps
from the 19th Century. Highlights included are mint #86,
#93, #217, #272-77 (less #275), #278-279, #280-285, #315317, #329-331, #B45-59, #B67-72, #B151 & #C16-20.
Used highlights included are #1, #1a, #2, #3, #24, #25, #26,
#48-59, #69 & #B60-65. Good B.O.B. selection. Some
stamps are both mint and used and some duplication, color
varieties, etc..................................................... NET $925.00
#8837 MEXICO - Scott Specialty album and dustcover with
mint stamps from 1934 thru 1968. Pages start at 1856 but
stamps start in 1934. Includes #740-745, #774-776, #792795, #801-804, #806-811, #813-818, #828-829, #837-851,
#896a, #B1-2, #C1, C1a, #C48, #C54-58, #C85-90, #C1002, #C103-7, #C111-113, #C114-116, #C126-128, #C143147, #C148-152, #C153-157, #C158-162 & #234a................
......................................................................... NET $875.00
#8842 MEXICO - Scott Specialty album from 1856 thru
1975. Good collection with mint and used stamps starting
with over 140 19th Century stamps. Includes mint #754758, #774-776, #806-811, #C103-107, #C123-125 &
#RA8d........................................................... NET $1,275.00
#8824 NETHERLANDS - Schaubek album from 1852 thru
the mid 1980’s. Extensive collection with numerous mint

100, #104-105, #133-134, #C13-14 (#C13 with one rounded
corner) & #J29-41. Mint highlights are #101 (horizontal
crease), #226-243, #O1-8. Also note that #B25-32 cancelled on Esperanto page with 5 sided cancelations. One
of the finest collections from this country that we have ever
offered. Catalog value is well over $4,000... NET $2,175.00
#8834 NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA, AREAS - Handmade
pages with 50 covers mostly WWII censored, neatly organized and written up plus articles related. Includes about a
half dozen modern covers............................... NET $475.00
#8848 NEW ZEALAND, NIUE & TOKELAU - Scott album
which ranges from 1874 thru 1991. New Zealand strength
is from 1964 thru 1991 mint, almost complete. Also included
used #185-198, mint #B67a-68a as well as most of the semi
postal mini sheets. No airmails or postage dues. Includes
some Ross Island. Niue is 85-90% complete mint 1967 to
1988 including many mini sheets. Includes #317-334 &
#466-475. Tokelau 1966 thru 1983 mint. Virtually all mint
and in mounts.................................................. NET $495.00
#8815 NORWAY - Scott album from 1855 thru 2000. Outstanding collection with numerous mint and used better
items. A short listing of some of those follows. Mint #4 (no
gum), #7, #11, #32-34, #59-60, #B1-3. Used #1 (4 copies),
#2-5, #6-10, #22-34, #35-45, #59, #61, #64-66, #67-69.
Many stamps are present mint and used with numerous
color variation, particularly 19th Century issues. Strong in
semi-postals and other B.O.B. Catalog value is over
$6,000........................................................... NET $2,995.00
#8825 PANAMA - Small 16 page (32 sides) Lighthouse
stockbook containing over 225 ABNCo Specimen overprints. These are all mint, NH and organized by print number orders. Stamps include, but not limited to Scott #179,
#180, #195, #199, #202, #204-12, #278-87, #341, #342-49,
#C6A-C, #C7-9, #C21-26, #C74-79, #C80-81, #C300-321.
Since these are arranged by print order, there will be some
basic Scott number duplication. Immaculate overall condition................................................................ NET $2,150.00
#8830 POLAND (2 BOOKS) - 2 small stockbooks with a
good variety of stamps and sets from the 1940’s thru the
1970’s both mint and used. General Gov’t issues are mint.
Includes some varieties and unusual items. NET $375.00
#8822 SCANDINAVIA - Scott album thru the mid 1960’s.
Nice collection with hundreds of mostly used better stamps
throughout. Includes Denmark #1 used, Iceland #23, #3444, #157 & #B5 (NH w/ crease), #C2, #C2 all mint and Iceland #91, #92-95 used..................................... NET $425.00
#8812 SINGAPORE - Scott album pages with mostly mint
stamps from 1948 thru 1992. Almost complete collection for
the years noted. Used highlights are #1-20. Mint highlights
are #22, #28-42, #62-69, #101-106, #107-111, #115a,
#141a, #142-143, #144-149 & #166a.............. NET $845.00
#8821 SWEDEN - Scott album from 1855 thru the mid
1990’s. Extensive collection with mint and used stamps.
Much of the value is in the 19th Century issues. There are
color varieties throughout as well as duplication. Many issues were collected both mint and used. Highlights for used
are #4 (2 color variations), #66, #B-10, #J19, #O12-25. Mint
highlights are #239-247, #248-262, #C1-3. A fabulous
starter collection for this country or to add an already existing one.......................................................... NET $2,250.00
#8855 SWEDEN - Scott Specialty album from 1855 thru
2001. Powerful collection with issues to 1940, almost all
used, 1941 thru 1976 mint or used and 1977 to the end are
mint (and almost complete for the last 34 years.) Used highlights are 32, #14, #17-27, #66, #132-134, #145-163, #164166, #194-196, #197-209, #212, #213-224, #228, #B12-20,
#J10-11, #O2 & #O12-25. Stamps are in mounts...............
...................................................................... NET $995.00
#8835 SWITZERLAND - Scott album with quadrilled pages
and a dustcover. Stamps are mostly used from 1854 thru
1965. Wonderful collection with excellent 19th & early 20th
Century representation. Note, many varieties (color & perforation) with duplication. Some highlights include (all
used): #239-305, #B2-3, #B4-6, #B7-9, #B10-11, #12-14,
#132 & #B144. Also airmails, postage dues, franchise &
more. A true collector’s collection with room for expansion.
................................................................... NET $1,095.00

SPEND $500 OR MORE - TAKE 10% OFF
pages from 1935 thru 1938. Includes (Swiss catalog #’s)
#Z1-18 (perfin cross), #Z19y-27y & Scott #O1-18 plus some
minor duplication. Z #’s catalog about $1,100. U.S................
...................................................................... NET $350.00
#8838 SWITZERLAND - Scott album with mostly mint
stamps from 1881 thru the mid 1960’s. Nice selection of
19th Century to early 20th Century. Includes many varieties.
Also included are many tete-beche and booklet panes
(1920’s-1930’s) plus booklet covers. Includes Used #148a
and mint #152a, #206, #209, #244-246, #256-267 (in strips
of 3), #376-377, #B2-3, #B4-6, #B7-9, #B10-11, #B116,
#B119, #B130, #B131, #B132, #B144, #B178, #B206, #C12 & #C3-12. No other B.O.B. Many stamps are in mounts.
..................................................................... NET $2,150.00
#8814 UNITED STATES - Scott National album with mostly
mint stamps from 1870 thru 1981. There are a few used in
the beginning that are regular issues. Mint includes #230237, #285-290, #294-299, #323-327, #328-330, #541, #571573, #581-591, #834, #839-51 line pairs, #1053, #C1-6 &
#C18. From the 1920’s to 1981 virtually complete. There
are no pages or stamps for special delivery issues. Also,
some 1922-25 issues are rotary and not flat plate and figured accordingly. Catalog value is well over $3,000...............
....................................................................... NET $1,395.00
#8827 UNITED STATES - Collection of Mint, NH Plate
Blocks of 3803-834 Presidential Series, #859-893 Famous
Americans Series & #909-921 Over Nations Series. Brookman catalog value is $1,177............................ NET $550.00

#8850 UNITED STATES - Nicklin 1933 albums that runs
from the 1850’s thru 1932. Lots of value throughout. Much
19th Century (albiet mixed condition) including used #9,
#10, #17, #24, #35, #36, #38, #69, #70, #71, #77, #112,
#113, #115, #116, #117, #119, #135, many 1870’s-1880’s
banknotes with values up to 90c, #219-229, #240, #276,
#291, #312, #547, #Q1-12. Mint highlights are #330, #343347 pairs, #658-679, #C3, #C5, #JQ2. Other B.O.B. including Dues, Special Deliveries and a nice selection of the first
3 revenue issues. Enormous catalog value. NET $1,395.00
#8853 UNITED STATES PLATE BLOCKS & STRIPS (4
BOOKS) - Small dealer’s lot of 4 books. All mint from the
1940’s and some 1960’s. Includes #549 (2), #615, #617618, #658, #671, #699, #740-749 (less #748), #C16 (5),
#C21 (2), #C22 (2), #C24 and more including 2c Reds.
Couple of used within. Mixed condition. Catalog value is
over $3,700.................................................... NET $795.00
#8854 UNITED STATES DEALER’S STOCK (11 BOOKS)
- A treasure trove for the U.S. dealer, accumulator. Includes
#230 block of 4, #232 (2), #238 (2), #289, #299, #327 (2),
#328 (22), #330 (5), #367 (39), #400, #403, #547, #573,
#679, #831 (8), #834,#1053, #E3, #Q5 (2) & #Q6. Very
mixed condition but a very usable lot. Some EFO’s within
as well as officials (most used). Catalog value is over
$9,000........................................................... NET $1,750.00
#8856 UNITED STATES DEFINITIVES - White Ace pages
from 1938 thru 2008. Mint collection that includes #803834, #839-851 (singles and pairs, some line pairs), #1053

(2) and most definitives/regular issues to 2008. Many
blocks, plate blocks, coil pairs, strips and booklet panes.
There is duplication throughout. Lots of modern stamps.
........................................................................ NET $450.00
#8852 WORLDWIDE - 1933 Modern album thru the 1950’s
with mostly used stamps. Although the album has a copyright date o 1933, stamps through the 1950’s will be found.
There are many thousands of stamps throughout with some
duplication. Some of the more “populated” countries include
U.S., Belgium, Canada, Cuba, France, Germany, GB,
Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Mexico, Netherlands, San
Marino, Spain, Sweden & Switzerland. Many goodies including GB seahorses used and Iceland #C3 mint...............
...................................................................... NET $750.00
#8826 TOPICAL - MILITARY & FELDPOST COVERS Wonderful collection in a binder with Speciality pages of Military covers (most 100+ years old) and all before 1940! Includes Switzerland, Germany, Austria & France. Note:
French cover from 1855. Expertly written up and organized.
....................................................................... NET $595.00
#8840 EUROPA - Schaubek binder with quadrilled pages
with stamps from 1956 thru 1987. Except for a few used in
1956,the collection is mint. From 1957 to 1964 some are
hinged and some in mounts. From 1965 to 1987 are all in
mounts, Note that the following are not within: 1956 Luxemburg, 1960 Liechtenstein, 1961 San Marino, 1972 complete year. Includes a few later souvenir sheets and some
Monaco mini sheets......................................... NET $750.00

Terms & Shipping Information
Walk-Ins/Mail/Phone/Fax/E-mail orders are welcomed. Please order by Lot # & Country Name.
Payment must accompany order.
VISA/MC/DISCOVER/AMERICAN EXPRESS accepted, credit card orders must include Name, #, Exp. Date., CVC #
All checks must be drawn on U.S. Banks.
Shipping & Handling Fees: Add $10.00 per order
PLEASE SEND STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS SHIPPING - NY Residents add 8.875% sales tax

NEW YORK’S ONLY STREET LEVEL RETAIL STAMP STORE
432 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019
Tel: (212) 489-8130 ~ Fax: (212) 581-8130
E-Mail: championstamp@aol.com ~ Website: www.championstamp.com
STORE HOURS: Monday Friday 10AM 4PM & Thursday 10AM 7PM

